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We determine the minimum num>er of independent sets of arbitrary fixed rank contained in 
a matroid M as M varies over all simple (respectively loopless) matroids of fixed rank and 
cardinality. 
on 
Let A4 be a simple matroid of rank d on a set S of n elements, let i,(kf) denote 
the number of independent sets of rank k and let w,(M) denote the number of 
flats of rank k. Both ik and Wk are thought to be unimodal. That is, if i ~j G k, 
then Wj 2 mini Wi, Wk} (conjectured by Rota) and ij 3 min{ii, ik} (conjectured by 
Welsh). 
Dowling and Wilson [l] proved that WI + l . l + Wk s W,_P -+- l l . -5 
W,_, t- Wd_+ for 1 c k Ed- 1 and Mason [3] proved ik <id+ for 1 c k s$i, 
which of course implies iI + l l - + ik s id_k + - l l + id_2 + id_l for 1 s k s d .- 1. 
Thus it ~v~uld seem that there is a great deal of similarity between ik anti W,:. 
Dealing and Wilson [2] showed that Wk 2 (fI:f)(n -d)+ (;f), the inequality 
being best possible. The object of this note is to continue the parallel between & 
and W;, by shoxing that 
WC als3 dete*mine when equality occurs, and it turns out that the matroid g:ving 
equality here also gives equality in the owling- ilson inequality. 
As a corcllary, we e inequality, ;~tlso best possiblti, that ik (M) 2 
(f::)(n -d -t- l)+(d;l) I assumed to be loopless. 
a 
notation of [4] we 
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If ,P E S, we also use ik (M, P) to denote thrt number of independent sets of ran 
containing B. 
We have: 
If M is a simple tnatroid of rank d OPC S, ISI = n, P E S, and! if n 3 d 2 2, 
k > 2, then 
i&U) vc -(;-;)(n-;+2~+(3n-~+2)+(~;2), - - (1) 
(2) 
Furthermore, equality is achieved in (1) and (2) by particular matroids for all n, k 
aIzd d. 
If k = 2, (1) and (2) hold with equality for all simple matroids by counting 
pairs and observing that all pairs are independent sets. Hence we may assume that 
ka3. If dck h t e inequalities are vacuously true. Let d 3 k and use indxtion on 
d. We assume that (1) and (2) hold with d - 1 in place of d. 
We now prove (1) for d. 
Let M be a simple matroid of rank d on S, ISI = n. Let H be a hyperplane, 
I4 = {XL, * . . , x,,_~.}, and Z,, . . . , Z,$ The matroid M 1 H obtained by restricting M 
to hi has rank d - 1, and by the induction hypothesis 
The InGpendent sets of A4 1 H are af course also independent sets of .M. If T is an 
independent set of M 1 H, then it is easily verified that TU (z,), I 6 i s Y, is an 
independent set of h/l. By the induction hypothesis this gives an additional 
&-,(MIHPr \ ,+Y 
) 
(n-r-$-U)+r 
independent sets of rank k of M. 
Finally, let 1s i C j s Y. We wish to estimate t e number of indt p 
the form {Zi, Zi> U T, where T c Ii, and I’rl= C 2. Let L be the 
spanned by Zi and Zi. It follows from the sub ar inequality that r( L n N) G 
is sirnple we must either have E n = (C )., where C E S. 
= {C}, then it is a rout :ne matter a set “S U(C) c H is 
t if y if ?‘u 
C) ini nt sets of 
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give rise to 
h-r-: +2)+ 
d-3 
( ) k-2 
independent sets T U {&, Zj}. 
e define a new matroid M’ on S’ = H U {C}, where Cg S as 
is independent in W’ if and only if it ;s independent in 
M, whereas TU(C) is independent in M’ if .urd only if TU{Zi Zj} is independent 
in M. (Here Zi and Zi are fixed, SO that M uepends in fact on Zi and Zj*> It is a 
fairly routine matter to verify that M’ is a simple matroid of rank d - 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, 
ik-,(M’. C’P (n-r-d+3)+ 
d-3 
( ) k -- 2 
(n-r--d++)+ 
/c-f--3 
L-2 ’ ) 
and so whether LnH=f? or Lnl;l=(C}, we have at least 
(;)(fIz)(n -r-d +2)+(;)(:15) independent sets of M of rank k of the form 
(zi, Zj} U T, where Tc H. Taking into account also the number of independent 
sets of the form {&}U T and r Aready estimated, we have 
+(;)(;I;) (n--r-d+2)+(;)(;1;), 
and we wish to prove (1). Since n - r = IHI 3 r(H) = d - 1, we may put m = 
n - r - d + 1, and it is e:la3ugh to show that 
This may be easily s 
ce (1) holds for d. 
r, equality occurs 
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matroid M 1 H obtained by restric ing 
ia tduction hypothesis 
d-l, clnd by 
d-3 
i,(MIEl,F)& (n-r-d+2)+ . 
The independent sets of M 1 I-I are of course also independent sets of 
independent set of M 1 H, then TU(Z,}, 1 s i s Y, is an independent s 
gives an additional 
ti,_,(MlH,PP)~r 
d-3 
(n-r-d+z)+r k 2 
(-) 
independent sets of rank k of M. We therefore have 
i,(M, P)h,(M 1 H, P)+F&__~(M 1 H, P) 
d--3 
i ) (n-r-d+2)+ d -- 3 2 k-2 ( ) k-l 
fn-r-d+2)+r d-3 
( ) k-2 ’ 
and we wish to show <?j. If we observe that \H( = n - r a d - 3, and put m = 
n - r - CI + 12 0, we see that it is enough to show that 
Since m 2 0, it is enough to write this in the form of Am + B 3 C,“nz f E) and prove 
that A>C and BND. Thus 
and so (2) is proved. 
Tct zonclude the proof of the theorem it only remains to show when 
possible in (1 j and (2). 
elements, and let I’& be 
irect s 
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II; is easily veri at 
If P is any point i M, then we also have 
ik( ,P)== 
and the theorem follows. Since equality can only occur in the induction step when 
r = 1, it also follows by induction that equality can only occur for MO, aad clearly 
. If M is a loopless matvoid of rank d on S, and n a d 2 1 and k 3 1, then 
(3) 
Moreover the inequality is best possible. 
. If x, y E S, we say x = y if the set {x, q} has rank one. It is easily veriLF,z! 
that this defines an equivalence relafion on S Let L1, L2, . . . , K, be the equival- 
ence classes. We define a new ruatroid M’ on S U (A), where A B S as follows: Let 
Tc S. If 7’ is independent in M, then T and TU{A} are indepeydcnt in M’, and 
T U (x} is independent in M’ if x = y, wnere ! E T. It is not diflicuit tc; verify that 
M’ is a simple matroid of rank d + I, and since TU{A} is independent in M’ if 
and only if T-(A) is independent in M, we have, by the theorem, 
ik(M) = ik+!(M’, A)2 (n-d+l)+(dil 
Equality occurs in (3) if we take 
,gfhere MI is the loopless matroid on one element afld 
of rank one on PZ -d + 1 elements. 
is the loopless matroid 
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